2019 Engenia® Herbicide Weed Control Guarantee

Every missed weed steals water and nutrients from valuable crops, impacting your yield. Weeds like Palmer amaranth, marestail, waterhemp, kochia and ragweed can create problems this year and for years to come. Engenia herbicide is the most flexible and advanced dicamba for your dicamba tolerant cotton.

- Effective on over 200 broadleaf weeds
- Unique BAPMA salt reduces volatility potential
- Dicamba product with the lowest use rate at 12.8 fl oz/A. Also convenient for use with direct injection.
- Backed by the Engenia Herbicide Weed Control Guarantee (see following page)
Engenia® Herbicide Guarantee
To provide re-spray assistance to growers who apply Engenia herbicide according to label instructions, local application guidelines, and who meet the below qualifications in the event commercially acceptable control of labeled weeds are not met.

Weed Management Requirements
1. Use adequate tillage or a BASF burndown herbicide.
2. Apply a residual herbicide program pre-plant or preemerge incorporating brands such as Prowl® H2O herbicide.
3. Two postemerge herbicide applications must be made. Both applications can be Engenia herbicide or one can be Engenia herbicide and the other be Liberty® herbicide.
4. Approved residual herbicides must be included with both postemerge applications. At least one of the postemerge applications must include Outlook® herbicide.

Weed Height
Spray existing weeds up to 4" tall.

Application Requirements
Apply according to labeled application requirements. Additional state restrictions may apply.

Details
- An authorized BASF representative must be notified of a Engenia Herbicide Weed Control Guarantee claim within 30 days of application and have a reasonable opportunity to inspect the sprayed area prior to making any rescue applications. The authorized BASF representative must confirm inadequate control relative to commercially acceptable control.
- Only product purchased from a BASF authorized retailer or BASF distributor is eligible.
- BASF residual products are required for eligibility. Check with your local retailer or BASF representative for details to participate.
- If a grower follows the requirements outlined in the program document and experiences an additional flush of weeds, grower may be eligible for up to $10 towards the cost of herbicides associated with a respray application.
- Claims must be reported to an authorized BASF representative by July 15, 2019.
- All payments are subject to final approval by BASF.
- BASF reserves the right to audit all claims.
- BASF reserves the right to change any or all features of the Engenia Herbicide Weed Control Guarantee.
- No results are guaranteed.
- Submission of a claim under this program precludes grower from submitting a claim from any BASF product claims process or claims program with respect to the affected acres.
- Refer to full program terms and conditions for further details.

Engenia Herbicide Label and Best Use Summary

Only for Use on Dicamba-Tolerant Cotton: Additional State Restrictions May Apply

- **Use Rate:** 12.8 fl oz/A
- **Application Timing:** Preplant, Preemerge, POST (up to 60 days after planting or mid-bloom, whichever comes first)
- **Application Volume:** ≥ 15 GPA
- **Windspeed:** 3 to 10 MPH
- **Boom Height:** 24 inches or less above target
- **Sensitive Crops and Residential Areas:** DO NOT spray if wind is blowing toward neighboring sensitive crops (like non-dicamba tolerant soybeans) or residential areas
- **Sensitive Areas:** Leave 110’ downwind buffer to bodies of water and non-residential, uncultivated areas that may harbor sensitive plant species
  - Consult www.epa.gov/espp or call 1-844-447-3813 and follow any county specific dicamba use restrictions for corresponding endangered species
- **Ground Speed:** ≤ 15 mph, recommend 5 mph on field edges
- **Use only approved nozzles:** For a list of approved nozzles visit www.engeniatankmix.com
- **Only use tank mixtures and adjuvants approved by EPA:** No acidifying water conditioners; DO NOT use ammonium additives (e.g., AMS, UAN)
  - Visit www.engeniatankmix.com for a list of approved tank-mix partners and adjuvants
- **Avoid Inversions:** DO NOT apply when temperature inversions exist at the field level
- **Daytime Spraying:** Only apply from one hour after sunrise until two hours before sunset
- **Training:** Complete annual dicamba or auxin specific training
- **Record Keeping:** Including application, planting date, buffer zone determination, and tank cleanout
- **Sprayer Cleanout:** Triple rinse, use a detergent-based commercial cleaner before and after application
- **Rain free interval:** DO NOT apply if expected rainfall within 24 hours after application will result in runoff
  - Rainfast: 4 hours

Engenia Herbicide is a U.S. EPA Restricted Use Pesticide. Additional state restrictions may apply.